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Dates for your Diary
th

Tuesday 11 May 2021
Court of Assistants Meeting
th

Tuesday August 10 2021
Meeting of the Full Court

Spring 2021

Edition 37

This edition is written in what only can be described as unprecedented times but with
hope that we will all, in the not too distant future, be able to return to normality.
The above sentence was the introduction to last edition of Carnifex in spring 2020. The
‘not too distant future’ was perhaps a little optimistic! We do now thankfully have a
vaccine.
Due to the ongoing situation it was proposed and agreed by the Court of Assistants and
the Full Court meeting in January that the Officers for 2020 would continue for 2021.
They are:Master
Immediate Past Master
Deputy Master
Senior Warden
Junior Warden
Honorary Searcher
Clerk
Treasurer
Providitor
Registrar
Beadle
Chaplain

Dr Roy Lofthouse
Edwin Honeywell
Anne Smith
Stewart Houston
Andrew Voakes
David Brown
Jean Sawdon
TBC
Andrew Trueman
Sam Ballard-Robinson
Dr Jason Aldiss
Reverend David Hobman

th

Saturday 16 October 2021
Ladies Feast TBC
th

Sunday 17 October 2021
Annual Church service TBC
th

Tuesday 7 December 2021
Court of Assistants Meeting.

The position of Treasurer is still vacant, being covered at present by the Clerk. If
anyone wishes to take on this office then please contact the Clerk in the first instance.
The Master did manage, together with his wife Marilyn, to attend and represent the
Gild at two functions held last March.
The first, on Friday 12th March was the Lord Mayor’s Civic Dinner, hosted by Rt. Hon.
the Lord Mayor of York, Councillor Janet Looker, and her Consort, Patricia Castle.
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Pre-Dinner Champagne
The Lord Mayor with the Governor, and Masters of the York Guilds.

The following day the Master and his lady travelled to Glasgow to attend the Incorporation of Fleshers, Deacon’s
Choosing Dinner held at the Trades Hall. The invitation to Glasgow for the Master of the Gild is a relatively new one in
the calendar, Past Master David Lishman and his wife being the first to travel north, and arose after the Clerk met the
then Deacon at a Dinner at Fishmongers Hall in February 2017. Since then, the Master receives an invite to the
Choosing Dinner and the Deacon is invited to our Ladies Feast and Annual Church service.
The Fleshers became an incorporation in 1580 to regulate the affairs of those who provided meat for the growing
population of Glasgow. In 1846 the trading monopoly of the Fleshers,
along with those of all the Scottish Incorporations was abolished and
the control of the meat market passed to the City Council. The Craft
has preserved its strong links with the meat industry and continues its
charitable work for those connected with it. Like most of the Glasgow
crafts, it elects 4 members annually to the Trades House. The Trades
House of Glasgow was established in 1605 to help, protect and support
the Crafts people of the City. Over the centuries it has worked closely
with educational establishments within the city to support initiatives
when appropriate to assist those in need.
The Master was honoured to be asked to propose the toast to
the incorporation at the Dinner. He also became a member of
the Incorporation that evening.

York Butchers Charitable Trust
A brief history of York Butchers Gild Charitable trust is written in the Members Handbook explaining its inception in
1961 up to the merger in 2008 with the William Wright Charitable Trust which more than doubled the size of the fund.
At the time the Butchers Trust had £23,000 on deposit but when the William Wright Trust generously donated a further
£32,000 this made a grand total of £55,000.
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When the new Trust was registered with the Charities Commission it was renamed The York Butchers Company
Charitable Trust incorporating the William Wright Charitable Trust.
The Gild retained its original objectives ‘for the benefits of charitable donations for the furtherance of Civic, Gild and
Gild church life in the city of York and also for the benefit of persons in receipt of training and education in the butchers
trade, meat and food industry and allied trades’ added to that were those objectives of the William Wright Trust fund
‘for the relief of people in need, the financing of medical research, the advancement of arts and crafts and of the
appreciation of arts, the provision of maintenance of buildings and the facilities for the purpose of recreation and
leisure all within the City of York and the historic County of Yorkshire’.
At the end of 2020 the Charitable Trust has a total fund value of £74,000 which is made up of investments in the
following syndicates; £25,000 in St Martin's Courtyard in Coney Street, £25,000 in Foss Bridge House and £15,000 in
Queen's House Micklegate. Up to 2020, these investments provided us with just under £4000 per year on average.
Unfortunately the Covid epidemic has, for the time being, changed that.
The Trustees meet at least once a year to discuss charitable donations based upon the criteria laid out in the trust
document and the requests received during the previous 12 months. To date we have made donations to St Leonard's
Hospice in York, Martin House Children’s Hospice in Wetherby, All Saints Church Hall, Saint Lawrence’s Church and the
Hut charity for homeless people in York, Theodora Children’s Charity, York Rescue Boat Charity, Fare Share Yorkshire
Food Bank, Snappy, The Pendragon Trust and the York Festival Trust. In total we have donated over £8000 to local
charities plus an investment in a part share of the Queens House syndicate
Unfortunately, our share of the rents in the syndicated properties we have invested in have been very difficult in 2020
and will continue to be a problem for at least the first half of 2021.
I would like to stress the importance of members contacting the clerk to inform her of any local Charities they feel
would benefit from the support based on the terms of the Trust Deed for the Trustees to discuss. This year the Trustees
are considering making a donation in memory of Richard Hudson to fund laptops for deprived children in York through a
local charity called ‘The Island’ whose objective is to help vulnerable children.
Roger Pearce
Chairman of the Trustees

The Gild Wagon Roles Again
Spring Bank Holiday weekend will see the Gild Wagon once more involved in a mystery plays production within the City
walls.
In my capacity as Wagon Master, I was contacted by Linda Terry of the York Mystery Plays Supporters Trust. Linda in
her capacity as chair of the Trust had responded to an enquiry from Canon Martin Smith, in his community role within
the Minster management structure, asking if the Trust thought it appropriate the Minister would actively encourage
some form of Mystery Plays production within the areas and precincts adjoining the Minster site and would actively
cooperate and support such an initiative.
Linda Terry then brought together those interested parties who in the past had been keen supporters of the Mystery
Plays and also active members of various groups who in the past have been responsible for presenting the Plays in the
streets of the city as it was in its medieval past.
The Gild has been a great supporter of the Mystery Plays through its contribution and
participation to the Wagon Plays Board who have both produced and presented the plays in
the streets of York in their original style on the backs of traditional wooden wagons. The
first performances taking place in July of 1998 and continuing on a four year cycle since
then, the most recent being held in September of 2018.
The waggon in the
2014 production
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The Gild traditionally presents the play depicting both the Crucifixion and Death of Christ; this presentation takes pace
in conjunction with other York Gilds whose plays depict biblical stories from the Creation to the Ascension.
Leading up to the 2002 production, the Gild was fortunate to have within its membership a most enthusiastic and
talented member, Tony Wright, who not only designed but also built our wagon specifically to facilitate and deliver
what has always been both a spectacular, dramatic and thought-provoking play.
It has been my pleasure and delight to succeed Tony as the Wagon Master following his relocation to the West Country
over eight years ago.
The incorporation of our wagon and its specific roll in this proposed production does not on this
occasion require a team of Pushers and Pullers, members will be pleased to know. A task which in
previous years has always been quite a physical test!!!!!
The performances will be taking place in the grounds of the Minster Choir School, the Wagon not
being required to be moved between performances. It will be part of three / four pre-selected
plays which have, as yet, not been finalised by the York Mystery Plays Trust.
The production is planned to take place on Spring Bank Holiday weekend, Saturday the 29th of May
2021 and Monday the 31st May 2021. Three performances will be held on each day.

Pushers and
Pullers dress

Other than facilitating and preparing the Wagon prior to performance our Gild will have no further contribution to
make other than ensuring that the Wagon is safe and fit for purpose.
So should you be in or around York that weekend and if the Covid controls have been relaxed you will be a most
welcome addition to the audience in either a standing capacity or by pre- booking one of the limited number of seating
tickets available.
David Clapham
Wagon Master

The Norman Wright Apprentice of the Year Award 2021
I am pleased to report that in late January training providers within the food Industry who are involved in delivering
training to apprentice butchery candidates in the Yorkshire region were notified of the Gild’s annual Norman Wright
Apprentice of the Year Award. With the notification was a request for nominations of
candidates who they wished to be considered for the award.
Nominated candidates must come from bonafide butchery apprentices who are working
in the various industry sectors.
There are four variants at level Two, which apply and relate to Retail, In-Store, Process
Butchery skills and Abattoir Workers. There is one at Level Three which relates to
George Clapham the first recipient of
Advanced Butcher.
the Apprentice of the Year Award
All Apprentice Trainees follow a path of training of between twelve and eighteen
months which terminates with an End Point Assessment (E.P.A.) process which is designed to test and assess the three
elements of Skills, Knowledge and Professional Discussion. The assessment is structured so that the successful
candidate’s performance can be recognized in two distinct grades, that of Pass or Pass with Excellence.
Those successful can then be considered by their providers for nomination for our Award when invitations are issued.
All nominations must be accompanied with three pieces of evidence in the form of statements and testimonies.
The nominee is required to compose a statement providing some element of their background, interests and hobbies,
along with their views and comments related to their training experience and future ambitions. The Provider and
Employer testimonies are designed to allow both parties to comment on the candidate and the views, impressions and
performance they displayed in their period of training.
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On receipt of nominations the Gild selection panel made up of the Master, Clerk and
myself create a short list of candidates who are then invited for interview with us.
Following the interview process the successful candidate is notified and arrangements
made for the presentation to take place by the Master at our Shrove Tuesday celebration.
Unfortunately this year that is not possible but when Covid restrictions are lifted and we
return to some form of normality this hopefully will allow this year’s recipient to be
acknowledged in an appropriate manner reflecting the importance and prestige of the
Award.
Past Master
David Clapham

The Widows’ Initiative
Following the Full Court meeting held in January, it seems appropriate to give a full report to all the membership so that
the initiative is understood and that all help is received to identify potential people who currently may wish to take up
this proposal.
After a suggestion at last August’s Full Court, the Court of Assistants was asked to look at the viability and form of a plan
to involve widows, widowers and bereaved partners of departed members into Gild life. In earlier days of the
Company, when it was fully York based, this had been handled by common knowledge of these friends, but as the Gild
grew, so this understanding was lost and the Gild was no longer able to act as considerately as perhaps it should.
The Court of Assistants formed a sub-committee comprising two members, two spouses of members and one current
widow. All members of the Court of Assistants were asked to supply their thoughts on all factors that needed to be
addressed. This they did with alacrity and in profusion. Over three Zoom sessions, the sub-committee was able to set
out a plan that it felt covers these factors and is simple and empathetic.
In December, the plan was proposed to the Court of Assistants which then recommended it directly to the January Full
Court. The proposal was fully accepted and will now be put into operation.
The basic parts of the plan are as follows:
Widows, widowers and bereaved partners of departed members will be called ‘Companions of the Gild’ or
‘Companions’ for short.
Companions will be offered a continued position, to allow them to play a part in Gild life within one of two categories,
which will be entirely at their own choosing. These categories are:
Social Companionship and Member Companionship
Social Companionship will allow continued contact with the Gild, including delivery of Carnifex, invitations to Ladies
Feast, Master’s Day Out, Annual Church Service and Reception and any other appropriate social occasions. No fees will
be applied.
Member Companionship will allow the Companion to play a full role in Gild life as an Ordinary Member. This follows the
mediaeval practise and tradition of allowing widows to become Gild members in order to allow her to maintain a living
as a tradesperson. Features are therefore delivery of Carnifex and Invitations to all Courts, feasts and all social and other
occasions. There will be no further joining fee and annual fees will be set at the same level as for senior members of the
Gild. A proposal for Companion Membership will be at the instigation of the Court of Assistants requiring no seconder at
the Full Court, following a request from the Companion. Companion Members will be sworn in as a member.
In addition, all Companions will continue to be contacted on a regular basis by the Master and/or Immediate Past
Master on a conversational (telephone, Skype, talk, Zoom etc.) level and will receive a Christmas card from the Master.
Issues of hardship will remain within the sphere of the BDCI
Companions may choose their status and may move from one to the other as they feel fit. My personal feeling is that
many may opt for Social Companionship and some may adopt Member Companionship later.
The initial request to all Gild Members is to help identify any current widows who are eligible to participate in either
category. Handling of this process should be conducted by the senior Gild Officers concerned, as the Company
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recognises that perhaps this issue should have been addressed better and earlier and that the Company, from the top
down, is seeking to rectify the situation. If you have any names with contact details, please forward them to The Clerk,
or indeed any information on any such person facing financial hardship as we remain a conduit for the Butchers and
Drovers Charity.
Past Master
Nigel Wright

Arts Special – Feast and Fast
Before the challenges of the Corona virus outbreak came upon us, an interesting-looking exhibition was held at the
Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge.
The exhibition was entitled “Feast and Fast: The Art of Food in Europe, 1500 –1800” which may seem rather highbrow,
but it was really fascinating and challenging. Its own web blurb introduced the subject with:
We are what we eat and, equally, what we don’t eat. When, where, why, how and with whom we eat are crucial
to our identity. Feast & Fast presents novel approaches to understanding the history and culture of food and
eating.
The exhibition featured four spectacular historical reconstructions with food at their centre, including a Jacobean sugar
banquet, a European feasting table and a Georgian confectioner’s workshop.
But the main interest, of course, was in butchery. Below, I have simply recorded a few images that may have caught
your eye as well. The accompanying observations are drawn mainly from the exhibition notes, so the artistic
commentary is rather more expert than any that I could contribute.

The British Butcher, supplying John Bull with a substitute for Bread (1795)
James Gillray (1756 – 1815) artist Hannah Humphrey (1745 – 1815) publisher
hand coloured etching
Within the context of the French Wars (1792 – 1802), the high price of wheat became the subject of popular works of
satire and caricature. On the front of the blood-stained butcher’s block are two placards nailed side by side, recording
current food prices and the wages of ordinary honest tradesmen. The prices of all meat (except beef) are lower than a
quarter loaf of bread.
Grain shortages had forced Parliament to
encourage meat as a readily available
alternative to bread, despite the fact that it
was equally unaffordable for the average
consumer.

The Pancake Woman (1635)
Rembrandt van Rijn (1606 – 69)
This tiny etching shows an elderly street- vendor preparing pancakes for eagerly
waiting children to consume. Pancakes were a type of food traditionally associated
with Carnival, a period of excess and debauchery immediately before Lent, the
solemn fasting season when certain foods like meat and dairy products were
forbidden. Made with butter and eggs, pancakes were a useful way to use up
ingredients that would otherwise go off during Lent.
Nigel Wright.
The Company of Butchers of the City of York – clerk@yorkbutchersgild.co.uk
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